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Is this a tune that keeps you up at night? You’re not 
alone — most small teams can relate. But what 
may  be missing  on the resource front is made up 
for with scrappiness and a little extra focus.

Small teams face a host of common problems, and 
the top problem? Getting outsized results with an 
undersized team. There’s no wiggle room for 
wasted budget or wasted effort, and that has 
fueled teams to start rethinking the ‘old way’ of 
doing things. 

No one is abandoning inbound, but small teams 
are beginning to see that it alone won’t 
supercharge growth. This is especially true for B2B 
companies moving up-market or across industries. 
Meeting goals and beating the competition now 
hinges on more targeted demand gen efforts. 

So what’s the solution? What once was believed to 
be available to only bigger teams with complex 
GTM strategies is now finding its way into the 
hands of the swiss-army knife marketers of the 
world: account-based everything. 

Rather than leaving your programs up to chance, 
you now have the tips and tech to get crystal clear 
on your ideal audience and get in front of them 
across channels while working in lock-step with 
sellers. No more wishing and waiting for growth. 
Instead, use the same powerful approaches as 
teams 3x your size to find, delight, and close the 
best accounts for you.

With a few simple plays to bring your programs up 
a notch, your problems will start to feel a little 
smaller and your results will feel much larger.

💸 🕐 👥



“”
 If you’re part of a team at a small to medium business, you know that 

as marketers we just have to be fierce. You probably enjoy every single 
success, but also see each of them not as an end in and of themselves, 

but as starting points for more growth. 

When I joined Enplug a couple of years ago the first challenge was clear: 
how can we turn our success to-date into even bigger results?

That’s where account-based came in.

Staisey Divorski 
VP Marketing, Enplug



We can tell you all we want about how simple a more 
account-based approach is, but we’ll let the plays do 
the talking. 

In this quick, easy-to-act-on guide, we’ll cover 3 common 
problems we hear from small teams and how they’ve 
gone about fixing them to fuel growth. Straight from the 
experiences of customers who’ve seen how ABM can take 
their approach up a notch. 

From steering the right audience to your site, to expanding 
reach, to getting more fine-tuned in prioritization, this is 
your toolkit for reaping the benefits of ABM no matter the 
size or sophistication of your marketing  team. 
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💻 PROBLEM 1

We’ve all heard this strategy before: build a site, create targeted content, and hope the 
internet magicians do their work to land prospects on your site. We’re not saying this 
doesn’t work, we’re just guessing you don’t have all the time in the world to wait (not to 
mention risk the people who aren’t a fit to bog your database down).

The work you’re already putting into a smart inbound strategy just needs a little 
fine-tuning so that your audience gets to know what you have to offer faster and more 
clearly. And when we say audience, we mean targeted—not every fish in the sea. 

Time and time again we hear from marketers who have seen site traffic go up and 
conversions follow, only to realize these ‘engaged prospects’ weren’t great fits for their 
products. That’s a lot of work to put into prospects that never turn into business! 

So, what can you do instead to reel in only the best fish in the sea? First, you’ll need to go 
through an exercise of determining your ideal customer profile (ICP), building your target 
account list (TAL), and planning how you’ll get the attention of  the full buying committee. 

After doing this exercise, you may realize that you don’t have many buyers in your CRM 
that match the accounts you need to go after. So, what can you do to bring them your 
way? Turn the page and meet play #1.  



“”
As a brand new company in a nascent market, investing heavily in inbound doesn’t make 
sense for us at Auditoria. At any given moment, only a fraction of people are looking for 
finance automation or AI in finance—so until people come looking for us, we have to go 

looking for them.

Many tech companies looking to create categories face similar hurdles. SEO can’t sustain a 
new business if there’s limited search around your solution. And if people don’t know your 

product exists, they don’t know yet whether they need it.

In situations like these, relying on inbound can make your sales process even slower.

For companies in budding markets, the most efficient path to building brand awareness 
isn’t in inbound. It’s in targeted account awareness campaigns.

Nick Ezzo 
VP Marketing, Auditoria

https://www.rollworks.com/resources/blog/how-to-scale-abm-on-a-one-person-marketing-team


📣 PLAY 1
Problem You have a clear idea of our ICP and TAL, but you don’t have a list 

of contacts already aware of you 

Goal Turn unaware accounts into aware accounts

Audience Unaware TAL  (tiered if you are allocating budget toward specific 
accounts)

Tactic Launch display advertising campaigns for entire buying committee 

KPIs Website visits (3+ pages)

“Since we’ve implemented account-based display ads, we’ve seen higher open and 
click-through rates on emails, more form fills on our website, and higher quality interactions 
during webinars.

And it’s not just because we’re targeting decision-makers. We target the entire buying 
committee within an account to build account awareness, a play that makes all our 
marketing efforts more effective.

That’s priceless for a small team.”

💬 Nick Ezzo, VP Marketing

https://help.rollworks.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049093951-Ad-Creative-Best-Practices-The-Full-Funnel-Approach-to-Content-Messaging#customer-journey-point-unaware-0-0
https://www.rollworks.com/resources/blog/how-to-scale-abm-on-a-one-person-marketing-team


🔍PLAY 1 

👉 Did you use your own CRM data and deanonymized web traffic to 
make sure your ICP is on point? 

👉 Did you size up your TAL with your sales team and let them know what 
action they need to take on newly aware accounts?

👉 Did you examine your funnel and make sure your awareness ads have 
the right messaging?

👉 Did you whip up some creative for ads? Quick tip: We know your team 
probably doesn’t have massive creative resources, so take a tip from 
our friends at Auditoria who’ve been using Canva to put together 
campaigns overnight 

https://www.rollworks.com/resources/blog/template-how-to-use-an-ideal-customer-profile-template-to-develop-your-abm-strategy
https://www.rollworks.com/resources/blog/an-8-ingredient-recipe-for-building-a-data-driven-target-account-list
https://help.rollworks.com/hc/en-us/articles/360049093951-Ad-Creative-Best-Practices-The-Full-Funnel-Approach-to-Content-Messaging


🚨PROBLEM 2

For many smaller teams getting started with more account-based approaches, email 
seems like the best way to start testing your audience. While we agree it’s a great channel 
for personalization, it can become easily fatigued and your audience doesn’t always 
respond to just one channel.

That’s where surround sound comes in. The proof is in the pudding that if you have a 
cohesive message reaching audiences across multiple channels, engagement will go up. 
That’s why it’s key to start running other programs to your CRM or MAP email list like 
display ads, e-gifting, chat — you name it. 

This is especially key when buying committees are more complex and you need to show a 
specific message to one persona over the other, and when buying cycles require a 
different message at a different stage of the funnel. 

The better the engagement, the faster the deal cycle — your sellers will thank you. 



📈 PLAY 2

 “At Enplug, this is exactly what they needed to do  to build engagement for HR and 
Operations personas across Manufacturing, Oil & Energy, and Utilities industries. Once they 
identified their segments, they launched highly-personalized targeted ads to ungated 
content and demo requests. 

By integrating their HubSpot and RollWorks ABM efforts, they saw 4x as many accounts on 
their target list move from aware to engaged in just 2 months.” 

💬Staisey Divorski, VP Marketing

Problem
You have  some contacts from accounts in CRM that you’ve been 
emailing, but you need to get increased engagement to move them 
through the funnel

Goal Turn unengaged accounts into engaged accounts and contacts

Audience Unengaged accounts and contacts

Tactic Start running personalized, sales stage-based ads  toward contacts, 
and supplement with sales outreach or direct mail/gifting   

KPIs Unique visitors, engaged visitors, total page views, conversions



“”
We were working well with all our inbound opportunities, but experience started 

to show us that we were now the best fit for specific types of clients and industries.

With enterprise accounts you need to engage multiple stakeholders across 
different departments. Plus, each of these contacts could have a different job 

function and pain points. 

So we needed a way to proactively and rapidly raise awareness with the 
companies that find the greatest value in our product: ABM.

Staisey Divorski 
VP Marketing, Enplug



🔗PLAY 2

👉 Did you set up integrations between marketing automation, 
advertising, direct mail, email banners, etc.?

👉 Did you create clear persona mapping for the entire buying committee 
for personalized messaging based on role, industry, sales stage etc.?

👉 Did you align with sales on what warrants follow-up and how you’ll 
tackle outreach?

https://help.rollworks.com/hc/en-us/categories/360002360631-Integrations
https://www.rollworks.com/resources/case-studies/pitchbook-case-study
https://www.rollworks.com/resources/blog/aligning-sales-and-marketing-teams-with-the-rollworks-abm-app-on-salesforce-app-exchange


💰PROBLEM 3

While your team may be small, that may not be the case for your target market. If there 
are thousands of accounts that could use your product or service, that’s a LOT of pressure 
on your marketing and sales team. Simply put, you probably don’t have the budget or the 
sales capacity to give each one of those accounts your complete attention. 

Instead of spinning your wheels trying to focus on every single account  equally, give your 
team a guiding light by singling out accounts that are the most ‘ready-to-buy’. For 
accounts that aren’t aware of your brand or haven’t shown engagement, you can still find 
out whether they’re in market right now. 

After all, most buyers now do ⅔ of their research online before even chatting with a rep! 
That’s a lot of research that you could be getting in front of. That’s where intent signals 
come in. 

By bringing intent data to your account list, you’ll be able to highlight which accounts are 
already searching for solutions like yours across the web. From there, you can create a list 
of ‘hot’ accounts that receive the majority of your marketing investment and sales 
outreach. Both your budget and your sales team will thank you. 



“”
For BetterCloud, it’s not just account-based marketing, it’s account-based everything. 

The core of our approach is getting marketing and sales aligned on our target 
accounts and implementing scalable tactics that will drive pipeline by hitting the 

right accounts at the right time, with the right message. 

That requires a laser-focus on which accounts are more ready to buy, and 
developing account-based programs that allow us to 

prioritize budget and sales outreach in a smart way

Derek Ries 
Director of Marketing Ops, BetterCloud��



🎯PLAY 3

Problem
Your universe of target accounts is far too large for your budget 
and sales team to work efficiently, so you need to know who to 
prioritize first 

Goal Build a sustainable pipeline with shorter deal cycles

Audience Target accounts showing higher levels of intent on key topics 
related to your business 

Tactic Run higher-value plays like digital ads, email, e-gifting, and 
personalized sales outreach 

KPI Engaged accounts, appointments booked, opportunities created

For BetterCloud, intent plays a key role in their overall targeting strategy—helping them 
focus their engagement strategies on the accounts that truly matter. Here’s a snapshot of 
how they do it:

● Working with sales to align on each seller’s top accounts

● Prioritizing accounts showing intent via sites like G2Crowd

● Focusing on region-specific accounts with personalized messaging

● Nurturing accounts past top of funnel with key middle-funnel campaigns to 
pull people closer to sales



🔮PLAY 3 

👉 Did you select intent topic clusters that align best with 
your business?

👉 Did you develop a clear plan for how you’ll tier resources 
against high-intent accounts over others?

👉 Did you pause to think what other use cases might benefit 
from intent?

👉 Did you consider the do’s & don’ts that will make you most 
successful?

https://www.rollworks.com/resources/blog/intent-data-and-abm-use-cases
https://www.rollworks.com/resources/templates-infographics/intent-data-101


🚀


